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ABSTRACT: 

 The goal of this project was to simulate a small scale experiment in meson spectroscopy 

involving the photo-production of strange mesons according to: ��       �� ���.  The decay channels 

selected for study consisted of the final state topologies:  ��	�����	 and ��	������	� where the 

brackets denote a particle is allowed to go undetected.  The theory behind the process predicts that 

when the 9 GeV photon is incident on the target proton (quark content ���), there is a resulting pair 

production and exchange of a strange quark and anti-quark.  This interaction results in the formation of 

a recoil baryon ��(���), and an (unobserved) excited Kaon system � (���).  These systems then decay 

and the products of these decays are used to study the physics of the interaction.  In order to 

accomplish this task, a Monte Carlo simulation program was employed to generate phase space events 

corresponding to the end state topologies produced via the subsequent decays of these two systems.  

The resulting 1,003,648 simulated events consisting solely of particle 4-vectors which were then 

processed by a number of different software utilities to further simulate the effects of propagation 

through and interaction with the virtual detector array; as well as to introduce additional background 

events which are an inevitable consequence of any real experimental setup.  The resultant fully 

processed events were then reconstructed and processed by an analysis software program, employing a 

unique analysis plugin written specifically for this project, currently under development for use in the 

GlueX experiment being conducted at Jefferson Labs in Virginia.  The acceptances that resulted from the 

above procedures were found to initially be 7.25% for the 5 particle state and 26.93% for the missing �	 

state, which is consistent with current estimates.  However the subsequent kinematic fitting reduced 

these values to 1.27% and 4.59%, respectively, indicating there is still an issue in this part of the 

software.  Once the acceptances had been generated, the phase spaces of both reactions were fully 

mapped out by means of invariant mass spectra.   
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antiquark pair.  An antiquark is denoted with a bar over its corresponding quark symbol ( �� ) and is 

nearly identical to its corresponding normal version, only with opposite quantum numbers for parity and 

electric charge.  Additionally, the color charge, discussed in more detail below, of an anti-quark becomes 

an anti-color ( �� ).  The additional notation is necessary since color charge comes in three different 

varieties dubbed red ( � ), green ( � ), and blue ( � ); rather than the simple dichotomy of positive or 

negative possessed by the above two quantum numbers.  While naïve interpretations of CQM’s are 

frequently used and are fairly effective at describing matter in most situations, they do not provide the 

complete picture.   

Given that quarks possess electric charge, which at the distance scales present
1
 inside a hadron 

result in phenomenally large attractive/repulsive forces; the hadrons must be held together by a much 

stronger force than the electromagnetic.  This force, dubbed the strong interaction
2
, is mediated by the 

gluon, and is responsible for binding the quarks together to form composite particles.  Quantum 

Chromodynamics (QCD) is the currently accepted theory which describes this strong interaction 

between quarks and gluons inside the hadrons.  It was developed using the Yang-Mills formulation of 

gauge theory for non-abelian groups [10].  While this formulation was developed as an extension to the 

existing theory which was used in Quantum Electrodynamics (QED); there are nevertheless a number of 

important distinctions which radically alter the character of the associated interaction.  

First and foremost, in QCD the analogy to the quantum number of electric charge associated 

with QED, is known as color charge.  This additional “charge” was offered as a means to answer the 

question of why some observed particles, which were decidedly fermions, seemed to violate the Pauli 

exclusion principle.  Since quarks are fermions, and hadrons are composed of quarks; it follows that 

hadrons must not only exhibit fermionic behavior, but they must also obey fermionic rules.  One such 

rule is that any system composed of two identical fermions must possess an overall anti-symmetric 

wave function.  This is because no two fermions can be in the precisely the same quantum state
3
 [3].  

However, there were particles that had been experimentally observed behaving as fermions, despite the 

fact that their quark composition seemed to defy the above principle.  One example is the Δ
++

 particle, 

whose quark content is ���, which possesses three identical fermions all seemingly in the same 

quantum state [4,7].   

Color was thus introduced in order to provide an additional degree of freedom to the quarks.  

With this new degree of freedom, it became possible to explain why particles such as the Δ
++

 existed 

even though their composite wave-function, without color, would have been symmetric.  The color 

wave-functions of each quark combine to form an overall anti-symmetric color wave-function whose 

contribution to the total wave-function of the particle ensures its necessary anti-symmetrization.  The 

solution was also consistent with the experimentally observed fact that no one had ever detected color 

                                                           
1
 On the order of a femtometer (fm), also known as a fermi; which is 10

-15
 meters. 

2
 This should be considered distinct from the more well-known residual strong force/strong nuclear force between hadrons, which is 

responsible for the formation of nuclei.  This residual force is a manifestation of a highly localized non-zero net color charge possessed by 

hadrons, and results in a very short distance attractive force between nucleons described by the Yukawa potential. 
3
 These two fermions must be distinctive in at least one of their quantum numbers.  In the case of the two s-shell electrons of the helium atom, 

their spins must be anti-aligned (spin-up / spin-down).  For higher shells which allow more electrons, they differ not just in their intrinsic spin, 

but also in their orbital angular momentum quantum number.  
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charge.  The requirement that the composite color wave-function be anti-symmetric means that every 

free particle is in a color singlet state.   This state is the only one that guarantees the expected value for 

the color charge will be zero [4].  

This phenomenon is known as color confinement and it is of principle importance in QCD.  

Simply put, it requires any strongly interacting system to be outwardly color neutral, which, as a 

corollary, also implies quarks and gluons cannot exist freely in nature.  They must always be members of 

bound, color neutral systems.  Thus there was never any experiment that had detected a color charge 

because this property is manifestly undetectable to experimental methods. 

This is the basis for the naïve interpretation of the CQM.  The only apparent systems that have 

an expected value of zero for color charge are three-quark systems (baryons) where, very simplistically, 

one can treat each quark as possessing one of the colors (���); or two-body ��� systems (mesons) with 

corresponding color/anti-color (���, ��� , ���)4
.  If gluons possessed no color charge, this might have 

been the end of the discussion.  However unlike the electrically neutral photons in QED, gluons possess 

color.  This gives rise to the possibility that they introduce a net color contribution to a strongly 

interacting system.  To illustrate this point better, it serves to contrast it with a roughly analogous two-

body system within the confines of the theory of QED.   

If there are two particles with electric charge (� ); then their attraction/repulsion, and hence 

how they behave in scattering events, comes about by the exchange of virtual photons between the 

pair.  These virtual photons serve to “communicate” the electromagnetic information from one particle 

to another, in effect transmitting the force from one to the other.  This is why the photon is considered 

the force carrier for QED.  However QED is a much simpler theory because these virtual photons do not 

themselves possess the electric charge responsible for the force they are mediating.  They introduce no 

additional (cross) terms to the electric field tensor, !"# $ %"&# ' %#&", describing the system [7]. 

This means primarily that photons do not interact or “couple” directly with one another, nor do 

they directly form bound states (“lightballs”) with one another [5].  Additionally, this means that as the 

distance between the two particles increases, the force between them should decrease because the 

energy density of the space between them decreases.  As the energy density decreases, the tendency 

for spontaneous pair formation, a consequence of energy-time uncertainty, also decreases.  This results 

in the higher order terms (Feynman diagrams) in the expansion of the force calculation tending to 

contribute less and less to the overall result, because their associated probability amplitudes decrease.   

This stands in stark contrast to the behavior of gluons in an equivalent strongly interacting 

system.  The ability for gluons to possess color manifests itself in the gluonic field tensor, �"#( $ %"�#( '
%#�"( ' )*(+,�"+�#, , as the additional cross term which describes gluonic self-interaction [7].  This self-

interaction is the primary reason the above situation does not always translate to the strongly 

interacting regime.  While perturbative solutions can still be generated for short distance, high 

                                                           
4
 Since color charge is described by a wave function, it is impossible to definitively assign a specific color (or amount of color) to any specific 

quark.  However this simple mental picture communicates the desired information that there is, ostensibly, some distribution where the 

“amount” of each color is exactly split between the three types (for baryons) so as to yield the correct expectation value.  Or for mesons, the 

color charge is precisely cancelled by an equal “amount” of anti-color.   
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momentum transfer systems, where the quarks are treated as essentially free (asymptotic freedom); 

outside of this regime perturbative solutions become non-linear and new approaches are required to 

describe the dynamics of the system [6]. 

 

I.2:  Motivation 

 Since the gluon is electrically neutral and massless, yet can couple via the strong force; there is 

the possibility that certain types of exotic states of matter exist.  These exotic states, which have 

quantum signatures (J
PC

) forbidden in CQMs, could include particles that have, for instance, valence 

gluons ( ���) ); as well as those where gluons couple directly to one another to form “glueballs” 

( )), ))), etc.).  This means the realm of QCD is far richer and more complex than that of QED.  

However it also means the challenges encountered in mapping out this universe are at times hopelessly 

intractable.  Nevertheless, with new techniques and increases in computing power, the scientific 

community is beginning to probe this aspect of nature more successfully than before. 

The previous illustration of a two-body QED system was offered as a point of contrast since the 

corresponding strongly interacting system, the meson, is of primary concern here.  Of specific interest is 

the photo-production of strange mesons
5
 via a proton.  Given the ability for gluons to directly interact 

with the color fields of the component quarks, it is desirable to abandon the naïve view of meson 

systems.  Instead one treats the underlying particle fields as being in a superposition of all possible color 

neutral meson states allowed by QCD, . /|���1, /|���)1, / |���1/|���1, … 3 [6].  These additional states are then 

used to classify the system depending on which state is observed to express the most distinctive 

resonance. 

As one should expect given the abundance of experimental evidence of simple /|���1 states, the 

primary expression of these fields come in the form of strong resonances in these lower energy simple 

meson states.  For numerous reasons, the additional contributions that come from the higher order 

states are either masked or suppressed making them difficult to detect [7].  However, many techniques 

have been developed to try and extract these exotic resonances from data sets of meson production.  

While these techniques do not fall within the scope of this project, they serve as the reason why 

research like this is necessary.  These exotic forms of matter are of crucial importance if we wish to push 

our understanding of the QCD further forward.   

In order to have any hope in detecting such forms of matter, one must first have confidence in 

the tools necessary in conducting the analysis.  The primary goal of this project is to generate a set of 

data and then subject it to much of the same analysis as one would perform on a real set of data.  The 

purpose of which is to have a basis of comparison to use for both calibrating the analysis software, as 

well as focusing one’s attention on the appropriate areas of interest in the data one will eventually 

obtain via experiment.  It also helps in establishing rough projections and expectations which aid in the 

formation of hypotheses that one can attempt to answer with an analysis of real experimental data.      

                                                           
5
 Mesons that possess a strange quark/anti-quark 
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I.3:  Analysis Plan 

 It is the goal of this project to simulate the photo-production of strange mesons via a proton, 

specifically following the path: 

 ��       �� ���
      �� �������	 

The desired end state topology selected for study, ��	�����	, includes the specific decay of the recoil 

baryon �� to a ��	. 

The inputs consisted of beam photons restricted to travel only in the z-direction with a set 

energy of 9 GeV, and target protons centered in and set to be at rest with respect to the beam line.  

Additionally, the interaction cross section was assumed to take a form 4  	+5; where 6 is the squared 

momentum transfer ( 7�8" '  �9
"7: ) between the beam photon and a produced system, either the �� or 

the �.  Whereas b is a user-defined slope parameter, set here equal to 5 GeV
-2

, which determines the 

width [8].  While these conditions are fairly unrealistic for an actual experiment, the overall purpose of 

this project was to conduct a mock analysis of a largely simplified system in order to gain familiarity with 

some of the software tools and utilities used in the experimental field for conducting research.  To that 

end, they were largely sufficient.     

In addition to the primary study of the complete process, subsequently referred to as Run 0; a 

second study, referred to as Run 1, was conducted concurrently using the same decay path only 

resulting in an end state topology consisting of ��	������	�, where the brackets denote that the 

particle was allowed to be missing or go unobserved.  These missing �	‘s do not however escape 

reconstruction.  Energy and momentum conservation, collectively called 4-momentum conservation, 

allow for these missing particles to be inferred from the missing mass present in the decay process.   

This additional study is done for two reasons.  The first is simply because, by allowing for this 

additional mode of decay, one increases the number of events that can ultimately be subjected to 

analysis.  This is of particular importance here since the generated Monte Carlo data available was quite 

small compared to actual experimental data sets.  The second is due to the fact that, in an actual 

experiment probing the physics of this reaction, there is a fairly sizable probability that the more 

energetic of the two �	‘s may escape detection entirely.   

Moreover, even if this particle were to be detected, there will still be a high likelihood of 

significant errors associated with its various kinematic parameters.  As such, the confidence level 

associated with its identification during reconstruction may be too low to assign a definite ID, which 

means it won’t actually register as “detected.”  For these reasons, it is helpful to analyze to both the 

intact process, as well as processes that allows for a single missing �	.   

For the sake thoroughness, it should be noted that additional analysis runs were conducted that 

allowed for particles other than the �	 to be missing in order to observe the behavior of these systems.  

However, they were ultimately excluded since the presence of multiple �	‘s offered the more 
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interesting analytical focus.  As such, without the proper focus these runs did not end up contributing 

enough to warrant inclusion.  

 

I.4:  Relevant Formulae 

Much of the subsequent analysis consists of invariant or missing mass spectra.  These types of 

calculations use 4-momentum conservation to extract the 4-momentum of the desired or missing 

particle.  For the two different operations this can be expressed as follows: 

Invariant Mass:  �"E(FGH5 $ I �"J
K(LMN5GFO

 

Missing Mass:  �" QJOOJHM
EFRKL,5

$ I �"J
JHEL5O

' I �"J
QG(OLFGKEFRKL,5O

 

 Once the parent/missing 4-vector has been calculated, one then exploits the invariant nature of 

the square of the 4-vector, known as the invariant mass.  For a 4-vector of the following form, �" $
ST, �U , �V , �WX (where units are chosen such that the speed of light c = 1, T is the particle’s energy, and 

the �J’s are the components of the particle’s usual 3-momentum p), the resulting invariant mass 

squared is given by: 

�" · �" $ |�"|: $ T: ' Z: $ [\H](FJ(H5:  

The mass itself can then be obtained by simply taking the square root of this result.  It is this value, not 

its square, which will be used in the subsequent analysis. 

Note the flexibility offered by choosing c = 1.  Even though all three factors in the above 

equation have by definition different units, they can nonetheless be treated numerically as equivalent.  

Apart from the scale factor of c (or c
2
), they are all effectively equivalent.  This flexibility is exploited by 

the analysis software to produce much more uniform and consistent figures.  Nonetheless axis labels 

will still list these additional factors of c when and where possible. 
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Section II:  Methods & Procedures 

 

II.1:  Monte Carlo Generation 

The Monte Carlo data used in the following analysis was freshly generated using a number of 

different programs described below.  The process began with the initial generator program.  This 

program, genr8, uses Monte Carlo methods to randomly generate sets of 4-vectors corresponding to the 

mass/energy ranges of the end state decay products of various particle-particle interactions.  It treats 

the reaction as a series of sequential two-body decays where only one decay process can take place at 

any given time.  This method greatly simplifies the calculations required to generate the particle data, 

thus reducing the time required for generation 

An input file (*.input) specifies both the end state topology of the interaction as well as the path 

by which it is reached
6
.  Any events that are generated consist of particles corresponding to the path 

and final topology outline in the previous section; as well as those corresponding to other possible 

competing final topologies, or different paths, or both.  The program runs until it has generated a given 

number of events set via command line argument of the desired final topology, and then terminates.   

 The resultant generated Monte Carlo data file is then passed through another program, 

genr8_2_hddm, which converts the output ASCII text file into hddm format, specific to the subsequent 

software, and sets the interaction vertex for the beam/target
7
[8].  After conversion, the hddm version of 

the data file is then passed through the next program, hdgeant; which is the detector simulation 

program.   

This program contains the detector geometry along with a number of configuration parameters 

set by a control file (control.in) that are used in the subsequent event reconstruction.  It takes the raw 4-

vectors and turns them into particle tracks within the virtual detector framework by simulating their 

transport through, and interaction with, the detector material as well as the production of any 

secondary particles and decays [8].  This is a lot like how a real data set is constructed from particle 

tracks generated from data inside a real detector. 

   While this output is sufficient for configuring the aforementioned programs, it is unacceptable in 

its current form for actual analysis since it suffers from being far too precise.  Even though the 

generation of the Monte Carlo data was ostensibly random, it was still fit to Gaussian distributions and 

has no other random or potentially spurious hits/events.  Additionally, the hits produced in hdgeant 

yield a perfect deposition of energy into the detector which is experimentally impossible [8].  As such, a 

reconstruction and analysis here would reproduce these essentially perfect distributions with absolutely 

no background signal.   

                                                           
6
 See Appendix C to view the input file used for this project. 

7
 The interaction vertex used for the following data set: x = 0, y = 0, z_min = 60cm, z_max = 80cm 
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The program mcsmear is thus employed to remedy this problem.  It takes the output signal 

events from hdgeant, and smears them by introducing a spread in the particle kinematics.  This spread is 

analogous to the uncertainties inherent in an experimental setup as if it had actually been taken from a 

real detector with a real, finite resolution.  In addition, it adds random background “noise” to underlying 

signal events which would inevitably be observed in a real experiment [8].  Both of these contributions 

have the overall effect of making the resultant Monte Carlo data set more comparable to an actual data 

set obtained via experiment. 

The last step before running any analysis plugin is to pass the processed Monte Carlo data file 

(hdgeant_smeared.hddm) through the program hd_root using the danarest plugin.  This program/plugin 

combo
8
 takes the processed Monte Carlo data and reconstructs the particle tracks to make complete 

events.  Up until this point, the Monte Carlo data only consisted of particle track information and 

kinematics for individual particles inside the detector.  After processing with this program/plugin combo, 

the tracks are linked together to form coherent events which represent the entire decay process 

following the interaction between the beam and the target particle.  It is the output file from this 

program run (danarest.hddm) from which the results presented in the subsequent sections are 

obtained. 

 

II.2:  Analysis Procedure   

Once the generated Monte Carlo has completed the above processing, it is ready for analysis 

processing.  This is done by employing the program hd_root again.  However, this time it is executed on 

the danarest.hddm file, and is loaded with a custom analysis plugin written specifically for this process, 

called LKPP_plugin.  This plugin is itself quite a complicated piece of software once complied, but it is 

sufficient to consider only what takes place when it is called to act on a data set, either Monte Carlo or 

experimental. 

The main hub of the plugin is contained in a file called DReaction_Factory
9
.  This file contains all 

of the function calls used to set the reaction one wants to look for and analyze within the data files; to 

apply any cuts to the data or any other type of event selection; and to fill plots and histograms of 

quantities of interest.  It can be modified to include an analysis of many possible different types of 

reactions present in the data; it can have many different types of analysis processes all focused onto a 

single specific reaction; or it can have some mixture of the two.   

When executing an analysis run the first effective step within DReaction_Factory, sets the 

desired reaction.  This is where the desired particles that make up a reaction are specified and any decay 

paths they follow are defined.  Also, this is where one can choose to set a single particle to be missing 

from a reaction, though it must be an end state particle.  No parent particles, i.e. particles that decay, 

are allowed to be missing. 

                                                           
8
 Dana is the processing engine conducting the reconstruction; whereas rest is an acronym that stands for: reconstructed event summary type. 

9
 See Appendices D & E for the final DReaction_Factory code used to generate the analysis; as well as an example of a custom analysis functions 

written specifically for the plugin. 
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 After the reaction is set, a kinematic fit type is selected from a number of different choices.  The 

kinematic fit selected here was 4-momentum and vertex fitting
10

.  This fit, simply put, constrains the 

detected or generated events to both conserve 4-momentum between parent-product particles, and to 

ensure that decay/creation vertices properly match up.  Note that it has only been chosen here and has 

not yet been applied.   

After that, the first cuts are made to establish a minimum combined tracking and particle 

identification (PID) confidence baseline.  These cuts occur before any particle combinations
11

 are 

formed, and are used to establish minimum values for the combined confidence levels in either their 

track reconstruction or PID.  These actions also serve to boost processing efficiency by removing many 

of the most obviously spurious events based on their having an exceptionally low combined confidence.  

Since the goal is to establish a baseline for these figures of merit (FOMs), the best initial choice 

is to remove any events that have a very low total or overall confidence level, as opposed to only 

individual tracks/particles having a low confidence level.  Failing to meet the baseline criteria strongly 

suggests the event as a whole is bad, and thus it isn’t worth the additional processing time to retain it 

through further analysis steps.  The baseline chosen here for these two FOMs was 0.1%. 

Right after these cuts have been made, one then has the option to output the analysis results in 

the form of a Root TTree.  Coupled with the Root TSelector function, these TTrees allow for further 

analysis to be conducted outside the framework of the GlueX software
12

.  As this software is still 

currently being developed, this feature also serves as an independent method to verify one’s results as a 

check to help ensure consistency.  Nevertheless this feature is optional, and the primary reason it was 

selected to be used here was to make the task of looking at whole events, as opposed to combinations, 

much easier. 

While the GlueX software represents the cornerstone of the analysis, a problem encountered 

early on was a difficulty in switching the analysis output over from being represented in terms of 

combinations to being represented by events.  However, by utilizing the output TTrees, this task became 

fairly simple since they contain all the relevant kinematic parameters of the particles specified by the 

reaction set in DReaction_Factory.  In this way, the TTrees act as an independent storage unit for the 

results of the analysis process, which can be manipulated much more readily here than by using the 

GlueX software.  Additionally, they also contain the results of the kinematic fitting along with other 

FOMs (confidences levels for many different measurements) that can all be used to further refine one’s 

analysis and/selection methods
13

 .   

Finally, the remainder of a given run consists of function calls that are used to make further cuts, 

apply any kinematic fitting, and draw any graphs or histograms of desired quantities.   One of these 

function calls, KinFitResults, actually applies the kinematic fit that was set at the beginning of the 

                                                           
10

 See Appendix A for a more detailed description of the kinematic fitting 
11

 See Appendix B for a more detailed description of particle combinations.  
12

 See Appendix F for the codes used to process the TTrees. 
13

 Though its use fell outside the scope of this project, Boosted Decision Tree Processing is a more sophisticated method of analysis which uses 

heuristic algorithms, acting on the TTrees, in order to automate the process of determining ideal selection criteria for the various FOMs.  This is 

very useful since manual refinement can be a very time consuming task.   
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process.  Once called, it becomes possible to access the kinematic fit data by setting a single bool 

argument in any subsequent function to true.  As for any additional cuts or selection criteria made here, 

in the body of DReaction_Factory; it should be emphasized that they are made on particle combinations 

and not events. 

Given the small size of the generated Monte Carlo data set used here, the only cuts made to the 

kinematic data were on the overall KinFit confidence level and PID confidence level to ensure 

convergence (though the PID cut had a 100% retention, i.e. no combinations lost).  All that is required to 

pass the cut is that the combination possesses, at a minimum, the specified topology.  This means it is 

possible to calculate a confidence level, regardless of how low or high the confidence is for that 

combination.  Additionally, since only one combination has to meet this criterion for an event to be 

retained, this cut value ensures a maximal number of resultant events are retained [8].  

As one may recall, Run 0 was dedicated to looking at the end state topology where all particles 

were able to be reconstructed, and Run 1 allowed for the possibility of a �	 to be missing from the said 

topology, which would then be identified and reconstructed using 4-momentum conservation.  

However, even though in reality the two �	‘s are utterly indistinguishable from one another until after 

appropriate event selection and fitting takes place; there was nonetheless a choice that had to be made 

inside DReaction_Factory about which �	 was going to be designated as the potential missing particle.  

The choices were that it could either be the �	 that comes from the X�, henceforth named �_	, or it 

could be from the decay of the recoil baryon ��, henceforth named �9	.   

Initially, the choice was avoided entirely by conducting three analysis runs where the last two 

consisted of runs with a missing �_	 or �9	, respectively.  However this arrangement was unsatisfactory 

since the presence of a third run noticeably increased the processing time of the file, and failed to add 

much to the discussion since a number of the generated figures (prior to selection and fitting) were, as 

expected, exactly the same.  Therefore, due to the reasons given in Section I.3, the �_	 was selected to 

be the potential missing particle.  And while it is almost certain that there were some events where 

the �9	 was missing, the probability that this was the case is quite slim.   
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Section III:  Analysis 

 

III.1:  Event/Combination Selection 

The Monte Carlo data obtained by following the procedure in Section II.1 was generated in 

three separate instances.  There was an initial set of 10k events that was used to help gain familiarity 

with the software and in building and testing the ground layer script architecture.  Next, a larger one of 

93k events
14

 was used to help resolve observed peaks the initial Monte Carlo data, and for testing 

macros on Root TTrees.  Finally an additional 18 sets were generated, each containing 50k events, in an 

attempt to retain an appreciable number of events after cuts have been made.   

While the extensive use of cutting and event selection was not employed here, cuts were still 

made in order to reduce the processing time and bulk associated with a large numbers of spurious 

events introduced by the detector and smearing processes.  A brief overview of how the number of 

remaining events evolved though each analysis run can be seen below: 

Description 
# Remaining Events (% Acceptance) 

Run 0 Run 1 

Initial Events 1,003,648 

Minimum Combined Tracking & PID:  0.1% 72,795 (7.25%) 270,331 (26.93%) 

KinFit Confidence Cut:  Converges 12,754 (1.27%) 46,062 (4.59%) 

Table III.1.1:  Number of Surviving Events.  Breakdown of the number of remaining 

events after each cut is made to the data.  Even with these minimal, loose constraints 

there is a significant reduction in the number of remaining events. 

If one chooses to consider the presence of these track multiplets, and formulate their analysis in 

terms of combinations rather than events; then the number of entries in the resulting figures will differ 

from the event numbers listed in Table II.3.1.  For this reason the following chart summarizes how the 

number of combinations changed through the analysis process: 

Description 
# Remaining Combinations (% Acceptance) 

Run 0 Run 1 

Initial Combinations 1,055,463 

Minimum Combined Tracking & PID:  0.1% 549,320 (52.05%) No Change (100%) 

KinFit Confidence Cut:  Converges 19,707 (1.87%) 74,328 (7.04%) 

Table II.1.2:  Number of Surviving Combinations.  Breakdown of the number of 

remaining combinations after each cut is made.  Again, even after only minimal cuts 

there is a significant reduction in the number of remaining combinations.   

                                                           
14

 It ended up at 93k and not 100k because, due to file size and shared CPU processing limitations, the threads stalled and couldn’t complete.   
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III.2:  Generated Particle Kinematics  

Before proceeding it must be reiterated that there are three types of figures present in the 

following analysis.  The first two are produced by the GlueX analysis software, either native analysis 

actions (functions that were included in the primary software build) or custom actions written by the 

researcher specifically for this project.  These functions are called in the DReaction_Factory code, 

referenced in Section II.2, and either generate figures or perform cuts.  The third type was generated 

with macros acting on the Root TTrees which were generated during the analysis runs.  The production 

type of a figure will be specified in the figure’s description.   

To get a better idea of just what was produced using the above generation procedure detailed in 

Section II.1; the following figures show some of the particle kinematics, specifically the momentum of 

the particles vs. their angular spread, in the target frame, with respect to the beam line (`): 

(A)  �	 (B)  Z 

  
(C)  a�

 

(D)  �� 

 
 Figure III.2.1:  Generated Particle Kinematics:  Momentum vs. Theta.  Produced via 

native analysis action.  Generated Monte Carlo:  (A) �	;  (B) proton;  (C) ��;  (D) ��. 

 First off, it should be noted that Figs. III.2.1 – 5 are reaction independent quantities.  This means 

they are not tied to a specific analysis run, but are instead the associated kinematics from the desired 

end state particles specified in Sec. I.3.  As such, they represent not just the particles from events which 
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possess the desired topology, but also any additional ones from the remaining events.  Additionally, the 

large number of �	 particles present in Fig. III.2.1(A) is due to the desired end state topology containing 

two �	‘s.  Since these particles are not manifestly distinguishable, prior to any selection and fitting; they 

were plotted together.  

 However, the distribution of the �	‘s seem to have two prominent zones unlike any of the other 

particles.  Momentarily neglecting their overlap, these zones can be roughly treated as each 

representing a single �	.  The zone with the higher momentum and the tighter angular distribution, can 

be thought to correspond to the faster of the two π 	‘s ( π_	 ); whereas the zone with significantly lower 

momentum and wider angular spread corresponds to the slower π 	 ( π9	 ).  These can be seen here: 

(A)  �b	

 

(B)  �c	

 
Figure III.2.2:  Generated Particle Kinematics (zoom):  �	 Momentum vs. Theta.  

Produced via native analysis action.  Relevant features of the generated �	 figure.  

(A) �_	 zone;  (B) �9	 zone. 

 The overlap between the zones is inevitable given the range of energies available to both of 

these particles; however this does not discount the fact that these regions appear fairly independent of 

one another.  Even though the center of Fig. III.2.2(B) is observed to be significantly taller/higher, based 

on the provided scales to the right of each figure, than the one in (A); one must note axis-scale changes 

between the two figures.  This obscures the fact that the center for (B) covers a much larger area than 

the one in (A), which accounts for large disparity in the peak number of entries between the two.  
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Nevertheless, these distributions represent the generated Monte Carlo data which is too 

pristine to draw any real conclusions.  If one instead considers the results of the detector simulation and 

smearing process, the above figures take on the following form: 

(A)    �	

 

(B)    Z 

 

(C)  a�

 

(D)  �� 

 
Figure III.2.3:  Detected Particle Kinematics:  Momentum vs. Theta.  Produced via 

native analysis action.  Detected Monte Carlo:  (A) �	;  (B) proton;  (C) ��;  (D) ��. 

 The resultant detected Monte Carlo data clearly shows the smearing that was introduced to 

simulate more realistic experimental results.  One can easily observe this by comparing both appearance 

and number of entries between Figs. III.2.1 & 3.  Note how both the distributions for the �� and the �� 

now exhibit low momentum smearing which was absent in the generated Monte Carlo.  
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Even still, the two prominent zones in the detected �	 figure can still be observed despite the 

limitations imposed by finite detector resolution, though with more overlap than before: 

(A)  �b	  

 

(B)  �c	  

 
Figure III.2.4:  Detected Particle Kinematics (zoom):  �	 Momentum vs. Theta.  

Produced via native analysis action.  Relevant features of the generated �	 figure.  

(A) �_	 zone;  (B) �9	 zone. 

As for these particles’ d–distributions
15

, these were not included since none showed any 

particular preference for any specific angle.  Stated alternatively, all particles of interest were uniformly 

distributed 360° about the beam line, meaning the same `-distribution for a particle occured regardless 

of any specified d.  For this reason they provided very little to the overall analysis, which is why they 

were excluded.   

Also, it should be reiterated that these are the generated/detected Monte Carlo data figures for 

the desired particles from the specified reaction only.  Additional particles were also generated, as 

expected, during the production process; however they were excluded from the subsequent analysis 

since it would fall outside the scope of the project.  This exclusion is justified by the fact that these 

additional particles are represented in only a small number of overall events.   

This fact can be clearly seen in the following figure: 
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 This is the angle formed within the plane of the detector and perpendicular to the beam line. 
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Figure III.2.6:  Detected Topology.  The columns represent the final state particles in an 

event, identified during reconstruction.  The rows represent the number of instances of a 

particle in a given event.  Column sums are the number of generated events: 1,003,648. 

Note how, for example, the number of reconstructed protons in any given event, after the 

detector simulation and smearing, is no longer restricted to either one or two possible instances, as it 

was for the generated topologies.  The same thing goes for the other listed particles, as well as the ones 

not included since, again, their analysis falls outside the scope of this project.   

Additionally, note the large number of events corresponding to both one and two 

detected �	‘s.  This was the primary motivation behind including a separate analysis run where a �	 

was allowed to be missing.  Taken together, these two modes, events with a single (29.8%) or double 

(52%) �	, account for 81.8% of the total generated events; with the nearest rival, a triple �	 system, 

representing less than half of the number of events as those with a single �	. 
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III.3:  Accepted Monte Carlo with All Particles Reconstructed   

The following figures were generated as a part of analysis run 0 where after reconstruction the 

generated events/combinations contained every particle in the desired final topology:  ��	�����	.   

Kinematic fitting conducted during the course of the analysis yielded the following confidence 

level distribution: 

 
Figure III.3.1:  Kinematic Fit Confidence Level:  P4 and Vertex Fit.  Produced via Root 

TTree.  The first bin, corresponding to a fit confidence of ≤0.25%, was truncated to allow 

the entire distribution to be visible.   

The overall confidence level distribution, which ranges from 0-1, for the kinematic fit Monte-

Carlo data was fairly flat as desired with only minor deviations attributable to the low number of 

remaining combination/events.  In actual experimental data sets these confidence distributions tend to 

be very flat except near the zero.  For a number of reasons such as background interference, detector 

miscalibration, etc.; this peak at the origin is due to combinations/events with much larger associated 

errors which ultimately reduce the confidence in fitting for that combination/event.   

This background spike near zero is clearly evident here, where, in particular, there was a 

significant number of events which possessed a KinFit confidence level of ≤0.25%.  However, due to the 

size constraint imposed by the generated Monte Carlo used for this project, no additional cuts beyond 

those already described were made on the events which fell below this critical confidence level.  

However, given a larger data set, it is clear a cut at this critical level would be highly advisable to remove 

a large portion of background events. 

Next, the phase space of this reaction was mapped out by generating the invariant mass 

spectrum of several different constituent systems.  First and foremost is the  �� – system, which has an 

invariant mass spectrum which represents the decay of �� particle: 
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 The following figures show the �
      �� �����	 system, formulated both in terms of 

combinations and events: 

(A) 

 

(B) 

 
(C) 

 

(D)  

 
Figure III.3.3:  Accepted Invariant Mass:  �.  Produced via custom analysis action and 

Root TTrees.  (A)&(C):  Accepted Monte Carlo; Expressed in terms of Combinations and 

Events, respectively.   (B)&(D):  Kinematic fit applied. 

Despite the lack of a significant difference in the two formulations, one should note they both 

possess a steep drop-off at or around 3.1 GeV.  These drop-offs are due to the energy limitations 

imposed by the beam photons.  Since the beam photons momentum was 9 GeV/c, there was a limit to 

the amount of 4-momentum that could transfer into this system.  Plotting the square 4-momentum 

transfer against the mass of the � system; it is possible to observe the reason for the drop-off: 
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(A) 

  
(B) 

  
Figure III.3.4:  � Invariant Mass vs. 4-Momentum Transfer.  Produced via Root TTree.  

(A):  Accepted Monte Carlo.   (B):  Kinematic fit applied.  These figures show the 4-

momentum transfer of the beam photons as a function of the accepted mass of the 

 �system.  

 The cut off points for the invariant mass spectra roughly coincides with the peak value of t, 

approximately 3.1 GeV, though this peak neglects the contributions of the few of outlier points at larger 

values of t. 
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(A) 

 

(B) 

 
(C)  

 

(D) 

 

Figure III.3.6:  Accepted Invariant Mass:  � �� –.  Produced via custom analysis action 

and Root TTree.   (A)&(C):  Accepted Monte Carlo; Expressed in terms of Combinations 

and Events, respectively.   (B)&(D):  Kinematic fit applied. 
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(A) (B) 

 
(C) 

 

(D) 

 
Figure III.3.7:  Accepted Invariant Mass:  � �� �.  Produced via custom analysis action 

and Root TTree.   (A)&(C):  Accepted Monte Carlo; Expressed in terms of Combinations 

and Events, respectively.   (B)&(D):  Kinematic fit applied. 
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III.4:  Accepted Monte Carlo with Missing �	 

The following figures were generated as a part of analysis run 1 where, after reconstruction, the 

generated combinations/events possessed the final topology:  ��	������	�, where the brackets 

denote that the particle is allowed to be missing.  Due to the overwhelming similarities, the 

combinations approach will be neglected in favor for exclusive use of events. 

Kinematic fitting conducted during the course of the analysis yielded the following confidence 

level distributions:  

 
Figure III.4.1:  Kinematic Fit Confidence Level:  P4 and Vertex Fit.  Produced via Root 

TTree.  The first bin, corresponding to a fit confidence of ≤0.25%, was again truncated to 

allow the entire distribution to visible.   

Again the distribution is fairly flat with a significant proportion of the background falling into the 

peak at the ≤0.25% range.  This peak would make it an ideal place to place a cut; however, as previously 

stated, no action was taken here since the Monte Carlo data was of insufficient size to support such 

additional actions.  

Before moving into the invariant mass distributions produced during this analysis run, the �	 

allowed to be missing from the end state topology had to be determined since it was necessary in many 

of the subsequent calculations.   This particle’s reconstruction was done using 4-momentum 

conservation, according to the process outlined in Sec. I.4, to determine, among other things, its 

invariant mass.  

However, just like the �� – systems in both this run and Run 0, the missing mass calculation used 

to produce the following distributions was also a constraint equation employed during kinematic fitting, 

specifically the unknown 4-momentum equations.  Therefore kinematic fitting could not be applied to 

this distribution.  Nonetheless, the accepted and kinematic cut data were included below: 
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(A) 

 

(B) 

 
Figure III.4.2:  Accepted Missing Mass:  π 	.  Produced via Root TTree.  (A):  Accepted 

Events.   (B):  Kinematic cuts applied to particle data. 

The phase space of the reaction in this analysis run was similarly mapped out using invariant 

mass distributions.  First off, the �� – system can as follows: 

(A) 

 

(B) 

 
Figure III.4.3:  Accepted Invariant Mass – Missing �	:  ��.  Produced via Root TTree.  

(A):  Accepted events.   (B):  Kinematic cuts applied to particle data. 
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The � system was similarly generated:  

(A) 

 

(B) 

 
Figure III.4.4:  Accepted Invariant Mass – Missing �	:  �.  Produced via Root TTree.  

(A):  Accepted events.   (B):  Kinematic fit applied. 

The steep drop offs that were a feature in Run 0 are no longer visible here, as the distributions 

take on a more normal form.  This property is echoed in the associated mass transfer distributions: 

(A) 
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(B) 

  
Figure III.4.5:  � Invariant Mass vs. 4-Momentum Transfer.  Produced via Root TTree.  

(A):  Accepted Monte Carlo.   (B):  Kinematic fit applied.  These figures show the 

mass/momentum transfer of the beam photons as a function of the accepted mass of 

the  �system. 

 Notice how prior to kinematic fitting there is still a noticeable tendency for events to congregate 

on or near the boundary of the arc, which is again preferentially for lower values of 6.  However once the 

kinematic fit was applied this tendency was lost in favor for a fairly uniform distribution of events within 

the entire contained region. 

 As for the remaining phase space systems, they can be seen as follows:     

(A) 

 

(B) 

 

Figure III.4.6:  Accepted Invariant Mass – Missing � –:  � �� –.  Produced via Root TTree.   

(A):  Accepted Monte Carlo.   (B):  Kinematic fit applied. 
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(A) 

 

(B) 

 

Figure III.4.7:  Accepted Invariant Mass – Missing � –:  � �� –.  Produced via Root TTree.   

(A):  Accepted Monte Carlo.   (B):  Kinematic fit applied. 

  

 

(A) 

 

(B) 

 

Figure III.4.8:  Accepted Invariant Mass – Missing � –:  � �� �. Produced via Root TTree.   

(A):  Accepted Monte Carlo.   (B):  Kinematic fit applied. 
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Section IV:  Conclusions 

 This goal of this project was to study the photo-production of strange mesons, specifically via 

the cannels:  ��       �� ��	�����	  &  ��       �� ��	������	�.  It was successful in mapping out the phase 

space of both of these reactions, as well as generating valuable feedback that will aid in the 

development of the still new GlueX software.  Overall the simulation was successful and the GlueX 

software proved to be a fairly robust analytical framework within which to conduct research. However 

issues still presented themselves throughout the course of the project.   

First and foremost, the kinematic fitting appears to be flawed.  Initial estimates indicate one 

should expect an acceptance for individual particles of ~65%.  So for a five particle track like Run 0, this 

should translate to an acceptance of:  g65%kl m 11.6%.  Similarly Run1 should have been expected to 

be g65%kn m 18%.  Using events, as opposed to combinations, yields initial acceptance values 

proximate to these values (7.25% for the 5-track Run 0 and 26.93% for the 4-track Run1).  However the 

kinematic fit Monte Carlo data for both events and combinations shows consistently low acceptance 

values (<2% for Run 0 and 5-7% for Run 1) indicating a consistent undervaluing of the combined 

confidence level of an event. 

Additional testing must be conducted to isolate and diagnose this problem; however it should 

not detract too heavily from the other positive features.  One such feature is the flexibility provided by 

allowing custom analysis actions to be written and incorporated into an analysis run.  This allows the 

researcher to more easily tailor their analysis to a given problem.  Also, being able to generate and 

incorporate the functionality of Root TTrees was previously mentioned as a significant strength. 

 Some limitations faced during the course of the project, outside of the software challenges, 

were the inability to conduct more focused and specific event selection due to the small size of the 

Monte Carlo data sets.  This made tasks such as correctly identifying �	‘s from one another, 

distinguishing between high energy ��’s and ��’s given their like charge and proximate rest masses, as 

well as others far more difficult than they normally would be.   

 Several good selection criteria were developed during the course of the project, but each one 

always resulted in an extremely small number of surviving events.  This was of course exacerbated by 

the issues with the kinematic fitting and the confidence level cutting, but it is still nonetheless a 

significant hurdle not normally faced in an actual experiment.  

Aside from these concerns, the above analysis was still very enlightening, but was nowhere near 

exhaustive.  Another potentially fruitful avenue to explore would be to also take into account an 

additional decay path for the ��.  The Particle Data Group lists the primary two decay channels for �� 

as:  ��	 at 63.9±0.5% and o�� at 35.8±0.5% [9].  This project exclusively studied the first channel, as it 

is the dominant decay mode for ��; however taking into account this second channel, as well as other 

channels for the process in general, opens up the possibility to delve into more interesting physics. 
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Appendix A:  Kinematic Fit Overview 

 The analysis software that conducts the kinematic fitting employs the method of p: 

minimization for 4-momentum conservation and common vertex for production/decay with the 

kinematic constraints subject to Lagrange multipliers.  The assumptions chosen are that the parent 

distributions for all components (spatial and momentum) are Gaussian with assumed widths σ = 1.  As a 

theoretical consequence, these distributions will all be centered about the origin, i.e. the parent 

distribution have μ = 0.  

 p: is defined here as: 

p: $  gq ' rkstq	ugq ' rk v 2xsygr,zk 

Where:  

q Measurements 

r Observables 

z Unknowns 

tq Covariance Matrix 

x Lagrange Multipliers 

ygr,zk Constraint Equations 
 

The confidence level associated to the fits is given analytically by the following integral formula: 

�{o*|� o}  ~ � � $ � *��g�, �k
�

��
�� 

Where � represents the degrees of freedom defined as the number of constraints minus the number of 

unknowns (11 for Run 0 and 6 for Run 1), and *�� represents the p: distribution.  Practically speaking, 

the confidence levels assigned to whatever are attained by referencing tables of values.  This is done to 

improve processing time since attempting to numerically calculate these values during runtime would 

be highly inefficient. 

The resultant distribution is located in the interval from 0 to 1, and has a large number of events 

on or near 0 which take the form of a very large spike.  These events primarily correspond to the 

background signal introduced in the smearing process or the background detected in an actual 

experiment.  However, the overall form of the distributions should otherwise be very flat for the actual 

signal events corresponding to the specified reaction [8].  
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Appendix B:  Particle/Track Combinations 

While an event represents an actual measured process, the primary categorization mode 

employed by the GlueX analysis software is particle combinations.  These combinations can be more 

general as each event often consists of more particles than what is specified in the reaction.  Often 

these are spurious additional particles that don’t apply to the desired reaction such as leptons, photons, 

and even neutrons; all of which correspond to different decay paths for the initial particles.  However 

there are instances where the desired end state particles have multiple copies within a given event. 

Because these copies are not always spurious, even though their kinematic identification may 

seem dubious; the analysis software treats all of them, at least initially, on equal footing.  For each of 

the extra particles
16

, the software will generate a reaction chain; and since each chain comes from the 

same event, there could potentially be many possible chains for any given event.  In cases where there 

are extra versions of many particles, there will be many potential reaction chains that all spawn from a 

single event.  In fact, there will be �H
F� potential reaction chains; where:   

� o $ .&�� �{��|��  � �}6|{o }��|o� }{�� ��{o�|o) 6{ ��� 6�  ���6|}� � |o �o  � o63 

� � $ .&�� � �}6|{o }��|o� 6��6 [�6}� 6�  {o  �� }|*| �3 

The following figure shows the number of events corresponding to the number of possible track 

combinations fitting the specified end state topology in Run 0: 

(A) 

 

(B) 

 
Figure B.1:  Number of Events per Track Combination – Run 0.  Number of events 

without any possible combinations: 930,855.  Number of particles with >100 possible 

combinations: 238.  (A):  Events with <100 associated track combinations in log scale.  

(B):  72,555 Events where: 1 < # Track Combinations < 100. 

Given the large difference (several orders of magnitude) between the first few histogram bins, a 

log scale was employed for event numbers in Fig. II.3.2(A).  This was mostly due to the fact that a 

significant majority of events fell into the first bin.  However if one eliminates that bin; it becomes 

possible to get a more natural look at this distribution, which can be seen in Fig. II.3.2(B).   

                                                           
16

 Provided they meet any kinematic constraints imposed by the analysis plugin.  
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Additionally, the event number per track combination distributions were generated for Run 1 

and took on the following forms: 

(A) 

 

(B) 

 
Figure B.2:  Number of Events per Track Combination – Run 1.  Number of events 

without any possible combinations: 733,180.  Number of particles with >100 possible 

combinations: 238.  (A):  Events with <100 associated track combinations in log scale.  

(B):  270,392 Events where: 1 < # Track Combinations < 100. 

First, it should be immediately noted that odd number combinations are now possible, whereas 

in Run 0 they were absent.  This results from the requirement of detecting both �	‘s in Run 0, a 

requirement which was lifted for Run 1.  Since events corresponding to higher momentum transfer 

generally have more resultant end state particles, and these generated particles are the result of quark 

pair production; it follows that the possible end state topologies for the specified reaction have limited 

variability.  Thus for Run 0 the number of additional particles in any event was always such that the 

possible combinations were always even; whereas in Run 1, the missing particle allowed for odd 

combinations to be produced.    
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Appendix C:  Input File for genr8 - LKPP.input 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% 

% This file generates event for the following reaction: 

% 

% gamma p -> Lambda X(2000) 

%              |    | 

%              |    |-> K+  Y(770) 

%              |            | 

%              |            |-> pi+  pi- 

%              |   

%              |-> p  pi- 

%                              

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% 

% Any number of blank spaces ( NO TABS!!!) 

% can be used between input values in an input line. 

% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% 

% *** Mass, Energy, and Momentum are in GeV's *** 

% Any number of blank spaces (no tabs or returns)  

% can be used between input values in an input line. 

% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Start Input Values %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% 

% beamp.x beamp.y beamp.z beamMass   

 0 0 9 0  

% 

%  targetp.x  targetp.y  targetp.z  targetMass 

 0 0 0.0 0.938  

%   

%  t-channelSlope 

  5.00 

% 

% Number of particles needed to describe the isobar decay of X and Y 

8 

% 

% particle# child1# child2# parent# Id  ndau  mass   width  charge flag 

%%%%% baryon decay %%%%% 

 0         2       3       *      18    2    1.115  0.0010    0     01   

%  Lambda  

 1         4       5       *       0    2    2.0    15.000   +1     00   

%  Isobar X  

% 

%%% Lambda Daughters %%% 

 2         *       *       0      14    0    0.938  0.0000   +1     11   

%  Proton  

 3         *       *       0       9    0    0.139  0.0000   -1     11   

%  Pi - 

% 

%%%%% Resonance X %%%%%% 

 4         *       *       1      11    0    0.493  0.0000   +1     11   

%  Kaon +  

 5         6       7       1       0    2    0.770  10.000    0     00   

%  Resonance or Isobar Y (mass of rho meson) 

% 

%%%%% Resonance Y %%%%%% 

 6         *       *       5       8    0    0.139  0.0000   +1     11   
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%  Pi + 

 7         *       *       5       9    0    0.139  0.0000   -1     11   

%  Pi - 

% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

!EOI  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% End Input Values %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% 

% For narrow widths particles(stable to strong interactions)  

%   set width to zero (i.e. eta, pi's). 

% 

% flag  00 = isobar or resonace 

% flag  01 = production particle that decays i.e. eta, pizero .. 

% flag  11 = production particle that does not decay i.e. piplus,... 

% flag  10 = final state particle not in production i.e. gamma 

% 

%  Particle Id information defined in particleType.h 

% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% 

% These constants are defined to be same as GEANT.   

% See http://wwwcn.cern.ch/asdoc/geant/H2GEANTCONS300.html 

% for more details. 

% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% 

%  Unknown        =  0, 

%  Gamma          =  1, 

%  Positron       =  2, 

%  Electron       =  3, 

%  Neutrino       =  4, 

%  MuonPlus       =  5, 

%  MuonMinus      =  6, 

%  Pi0            =  7, 

%  PiPlus         =  8, 

%  PiMinus        =  9, 

%  KLong          = 10, 

%  KPlus          = 11, 

%  KMinus         = 12, 

%  Neutron        = 13, 

%  Proton         = 14, 

%  AntiProton     = 15, 

%  KShort         = 16, 

%  Eta            = 17, 

%  Lambda         = 18, 

%  SigmaPlus      = 19, 

%  Sigma0         = 20, 

%  SigmaMinus     = 21, 

%  Xi0            = 22, 

%  XiMinus        = 23, 

%  OmegaMinus     = 24, 

%  AntiNeutron    = 25, 

%  AntiLambda     = 26, 

%  AntiSigmaMinus = 27, 

%  AntiSigma0     = 28, 

%  AntiSigmaPlus  = 29, 

%  AntiXi0        = 30, 

%  AntiXiPlus     = 31, 

%  AntiOmegaPlus  = 32, 

% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Extra Constants Not Defined by GEANT %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% 

%  Rho0           = 57, 

%  RhoPlus        = 58, 

%  RhoMinus       = 59, 

%  omega          = 60, 

%  EtaPrime       = 61, 

%  phiMeson       = 62 

% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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Appendix D:  DReaction_Factory Code 

// $Id$ 

// 

//    File: DReaction_factory_LKPP_plugin.cc 

// Version: 7 

// Created: Sun Jun  1 2014 

// Creator: John Norris 

// 

 

 

#include "DReaction_factory_LKPP_plugin.h" 

#include "DCustomAction_InvariantMass_Lambda.h" 

#include "DCustomAction_InvariantMass_Rho.h" 

#include "DCustomAction_InvariantMass_XPlus.h" 

#include "DCustomAction_InvariantMass_KPiPlus.h" 

#include "DCustomAction_InvariantMass_KPiMinus.h" 

#include "DCustomAction_Dalitz_Lambda1.h" 

#include "DCustomAction_Dalitz_PiMom.h" 

#include "DCustomAction_Dalitz_PiPvBeta.h" 

#include "DCustomAction_Dalitz_PiBeta.h" 

 

 

//------------------ 

// init 

//------------------ 

jerror_t DReaction_factory_LKPP_plugin::init(void) 

{ 

     

    // Setting the PERSISTANT prevents JANA from deleting 

    // the objects every event so we only create them once. 

    SetFactoryFlag(PERSISTANT); 

 

    DReaction* locReaction; 

    DReactionStep* locReactionStep = NULL; 

     

       

    /*******************************************************************************/ 

    /**************************** 0_All_Reconstructed ******************************/ 

    /******************************* Reaction Steps ********************************/ 

    /*******************************************************************************/   

 

    // Make as many DReaction objects as desired 

    locReaction = new DReaction("All_Reconstructed");   // KinFit Converge, No Missing 

Particles 

     

    // Main Reaction: Gamma, Proton -> Lambda, KPlus, Pi+, Pi- 

    locReactionStep = new DReactionStep(); 

    locReactionStep->Set_InitialParticleID(Gamma); 

    locReactionStep->Set_TargetParticleID(Proton); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(KPlus); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(PiPlus); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(PiMinus); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(Lambda); 

    locReaction->Add_ReactionStep(locReactionStep); 

    dReactionStepPool.push_back(locReactionStep);        // Register so will be 

deleted later: prevent memory leak 

     

    // Resonance: Lambda -> Proton, Pi- 

    locReactionStep = new DReactionStep(); 

    locReactionStep->Set_InitialParticleID(Lambda); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(Proton); 
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    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(PiMinus); 

    locReaction->Add_ReactionStep(locReactionStep); 

    dReactionStepPool.push_back(locReactionStep);        // Register so will be 

deleted later: prevent memory leak 

 

    /**************************** Control Variables *******************************/ 

 

    locReaction->Set_KinFitType(d_P4AndVertexFit);   // Kinetic Fitting 

    locReaction->Set_MinCombinedTrackingFOM(0.001);  // Minimum Tracking Confidence     

    locReaction->Set_MinCombinedPIDFOM(0.001);       // Minimum Confidence on PID 

    locReaction->Enable_TTreeOutput("tree_0.root");  // Enable ROOT TTree Output 

 

    /**************************** Analysis Actions *********************************/ 

 

    // PID 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_PID(locReaction)); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_TruePID(locReaction));  // 

Momentum distributions of tracks with true/false PID (if thrown data available)    

 

    // Invariant Mass & Kinematics, Pre-KinFit 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DHistogramAction_ParticleComboKinematics(locReaction, false, "PCK_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_InvariantMass(locReaction, 

Lambda, false, 400, 0.5, 2.5, "PreCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DCustomAction_InvariantMass_Lambda(locReaction, false, 300, 0.0, 3.0, 

"PreCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_InvariantMass_Rho(locReaction, 

false, 250, 0.0, 2.5, "PreCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_InvariantMass_XPlus(locReaction, 

false, 400, 0.5, 4.5, "PreCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DCustomAction_InvariantMass_KPiPlus(locReaction, false, 250, 0.5, 3.0, 

"PreCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DCustomAction_InvariantMass_KPiMinus(locReaction, false, 200, 0.5, 2.5, 

"PreCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_Dalitz_Lambda1(locReaction, 

false, "PreCut_Measured"));  

       

    // Kinematic Fit Results and Confidence Level Cuts 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_KinFitResults(locReaction, 

0.05, "PreCut"));  // 5% confidence level cut on pull histograms only 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCutAction_CombinedPIDFOM(locReaction, 0.0)); 

// Converges  

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCutAction_KinFitFOM(locReaction, 0.0));      

// Converges   

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_KinFitResults(locReaction, 

0.05, "PostCut")); // 5% confidence level cut on pull histograms only 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DHistogramAction_ParticleComboKinematics(locReaction, false, "PostCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DHistogramAction_ParticleComboKinematics(locReaction, true, "PostCut_KinFit")); 

 

    // Missing/Invariant Mass & Kinematics, Post-KinFit 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_InvariantMass(locReaction, 

Lambda, false, 300, 0.8, 1.4, "PostCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DCustomAction_InvariantMass_Lambda(locReaction, false, 250, 0.0, 2.5, 

"PostCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_InvariantMass_Rho(locReaction, 

false,  250, 0.0, 2.5, "PostCut_Measured")); 
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    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_InvariantMass_Rho(locReaction, 

true,  250, 0.0, 2.5, "PostCut_KinFit")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_InvariantMass_XPlus(locReaction, 

false, 400, 0.0, 4.0, "PostCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_InvariantMass_XPlus(locReaction, 

true, 350, 0.0, 4.0, "PostCut_KinFit")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DCustomAction_InvariantMass_KPiPlus(locReaction, false, 250, 0.5, 3.0, 

"PostCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DCustomAction_InvariantMass_KPiPlus(locReaction, true, 250, 0.5, 3.0, 

"PostCut_KinFit")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DCustomAction_InvariantMass_KPiMinus(locReaction, false, 200, 0.5, 2.5, 

"PostCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DCustomAction_InvariantMass_KPiMinus(locReaction, true, 200, 0.5, 2.5, 

"PostCut_KinFit")); 

     

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_Dalitz_Lambda1(locReaction, 

false, "PostCut_Measured"));  

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_Dalitz_Lambda1(locReaction, 

true, "PostCut_KinFit")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_Dalitz_PiMom(locReaction, false, 

"PostCut_Measured"));  

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_Dalitz_PiMom(locReaction, true, 

"PostCut_KinFit")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_Dalitz_PiBeta(locReaction, 

false, "PostCut_Measured"));  

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_Dalitz_PiBeta(locReaction, true, 

"PostCut_KinFit"));  

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_Dalitz_PiPvBeta(locReaction, 

false, "PostCut_Measured"));  

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_Dalitz_PiPvBeta(locReaction, 

true, "PostCut_KinFit"));   

 

    // Track & PID Check 

    //locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DHistogramAction_TrackVertexComparison(locReaction, "PostCut")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_PID(locReaction, "PostCut")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_TruePID(locReaction, 

"PostCut")); 

 

    // Register the DReaction with the factory 

    _data.push_back(locReaction); 

     

 

 

            

/*******************************************************************************/    

/********************** 1_All_Reconstructed_No_Fit *****************************/ 

/************************** Reaction Steps *************************************/ 

/*******************************************************************************/ 

     

    // Make as many DReaction objects as desired 

    locReaction = new DReaction("All_Reconstructed_No_Fit");   // KinFit Converge, No 

Missing Particles 

     

    // Main Reaction: Gamma, Proton -> Lambda, KPlus, Pi+, Pi- 

    locReactionStep = new DReactionStep(); 

    locReactionStep->Set_InitialParticleID(Gamma); 

    locReactionStep->Set_TargetParticleID(Proton); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(KPlus); 
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    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(PiPlus); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(PiMinus); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(Lambda); 

    locReaction->Add_ReactionStep(locReactionStep); 

    dReactionStepPool.push_back(locReactionStep);        // Register so will be 

deleted later: prevent memory leak 

     

    // Resonance: Lambda -> Proton, Pi- 

    locReactionStep = new DReactionStep(); 

    locReactionStep->Set_InitialParticleID(Lambda); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(Proton); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(PiMinus); 

    locReaction->Add_ReactionStep(locReactionStep); 

    dReactionStepPool.push_back(locReactionStep);        // Register so will be 

deleted later: prevent memory leak 

 

    /************************* Control Variables ***********************************/ 

 

    locReaction->Set_KinFitType(d_NoFit);            // No Kinetic Fitting 

    locReaction->Set_MinCombinedTrackingFOM(0.001);  // Minimum Tracking Confidence     

    locReaction->Set_MinCombinedPIDFOM(0.001);       // Minimum Confidence on PID 

    locReaction->Enable_TTreeOutput("tree_1.root");  // Enable ROOT TTree Output 

 

    /****************************** Analysis Actions ******************************/ 

 

    // PID 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_PID(locReaction)); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_TruePID(locReaction));  // 

Momentum distributions of tracks with true/false PID (if thrown data available)    

 

    // Invariant Mass & Kinematics, Pre-KinFit 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DHistogramAction_ParticleComboKinematics(locReaction, false, "PCK_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_InvariantMass(locReaction, 

Lambda, false, 400, 0.5, 2.5, "PreCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DCustomAction_InvariantMass_Lambda(locReaction, false, 300, 0.0, 3.0, 

"PreCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_InvariantMass_Rho(locReaction, 

false, 250, 0.0, 2.5, "PreCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_InvariantMass_XPlus(locReaction, 

false, 400, 0.5, 4.5, "PreCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DCustomAction_InvariantMass_KPiPlus(locReaction, false, 250, 0.5, 3.0, 

"PreCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DCustomAction_InvariantMass_KPiMinus(locReaction, false, 200, 0.5, 2.5, 

"PreCut_Measured")); 

       

    // Kinematic Fit Results and Confidence Level Cuts 

    //locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCutAction_CombinedPIDFOM(locReaction, 

0.0)); // Converges  

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DHistogramAction_ParticleComboKinematics(locReaction, false, "PostCut_Measured")); 

 

 

    // Missing/Invariant Mass & Kinematics, Post-KinFit 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_InvariantMass(locReaction, 

Lambda, false, 300, 0.8, 1.4, "PostCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DCustomAction_InvariantMass_Lambda(locReaction, false, 250, 0.0, 2.5, 

"PostCut_Measured")); 
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    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_InvariantMass_Rho(locReaction, 

false,  250, 0.0, 2.5, "PostCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_InvariantMass_XPlus(locReaction, 

false, 400, 0.0, 4.0, "PostCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DCustomAction_InvariantMass_KPiPlus(locReaction, false, 250, 0.5, 3.0, 

"PostCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DCustomAction_InvariantMass_KPiMinus(locReaction, false, 200, 0.5, 2.5, 

"PostCut_Measured")); 

     

 

    // Track & PID Check 

    //locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DHistogramAction_TrackVertexComparison(locReaction, "PostCut")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_PID(locReaction, "PostCut")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_TruePID(locReaction, 

"PostCut")); 

 

    // Register the DReaction with the factory 

    _data.push_back(locReaction); 

     

 

 

/*******************************************************************************/        

/******************************* 2_MissPiM1 ************************************/  

/***************************** Reaction Steps **********************************/ 

/*******************************************************************************/ 

 

    // Clear Reaction Step & Declare Reaction 

    locReaction = new DReaction("Missing_PiM"); 

     

    // Main Reaction: Gamma, Proton -> Lambda, KPlus, Pi+, Pi- 

    locReactionStep = new DReactionStep(); 

    locReactionStep->Set_InitialParticleID(Gamma); 

    locReactionStep->Set_TargetParticleID(Proton); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(KPlus); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(PiPlus); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(PiMinus, true);    // true: Pi- missing 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(Lambda); 

    locReaction->Add_ReactionStep(locReactionStep); 

    dReactionStepPool.push_back(locReactionStep);           // Register so will be 

deleted later: prevent memory leak 

     

    // Resonance: Lambda -> Proton, Pi- 

    locReactionStep = new DReactionStep(); 

    locReactionStep->Set_InitialParticleID(Lambda); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(Proton); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(PiMinus); 

    locReaction->Add_ReactionStep(locReactionStep); 

    dReactionStepPool.push_back(locReactionStep);           // Register so will be 

deleted later: prevent memory leak 

 

    /************************* Control Variables ***********************************/ 

 

    locReaction->Set_KinFitType(d_P4AndVertexFit);   // Kinetic Fitting 

    locReaction->Set_MinCombinedTrackingFOM(0.001);  // Minimum Tracking Confidence     

    locReaction->Set_MinCombinedPIDFOM(0.001);       // Minimum Confidence on PID 

    locReaction->Enable_TTreeOutput("tree_2.root");  // Enable ROOT TTree Output 

     

    /**************************** Analysis Actions *********************************/ 
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    // PID 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_PID(locReaction)); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_TruePID(locReaction));  // 

Momentum distributions of tracks with true/false PID (if thrown data available)    

 

    // Invariant Mass & Kinematics, Pre-KinFit 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DHistogramAction_ParticleComboKinematics(locReaction, false, "PCK_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_InvariantMass(locReaction, 

Lambda, false, 400, 0.5, 2.5, "PreCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_MissingMass(locReaction, 

false, 200, 0.00, 1.0, "PiM1_PreCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DCustomAction_InvariantMass_KPiPlus(locReaction, false, 250, 0.5, 3.0, 

"PreCut_Measured")); 

 

      

    // Kinematic Fit Results and Confidence Level Cuts 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_KinFitResults(locReaction, 

0.05, "KinFit_PreCut"));  // 5% confidence level cut on pull histograms only 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCutAction_CombinedPIDFOM(locReaction, 0.0)); 

// Converges 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCutAction_KinFitFOM(locReaction, 0.0));      

// Converges                 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_KinFitResults(locReaction, 

0.05, "KinFit_PostCut")); // 5% confidence level cut on pull histograms only 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DHistogramAction_ParticleComboKinematics(locReaction, false, "PostCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DHistogramAction_ParticleComboKinematics(locReaction, true, "PostCut_KinFit")); 

 

    // Missing/Invariant Mass & Kinematics, Post-KinFit 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_InvariantMass(locReaction, 

Lambda, false, 300, 0.8, 1.4, "PostCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_MissingMass(locReaction, 

false, 200, 0.0, 1.0, "PiM1_PostCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DCustomAction_InvariantMass_Lambda(locReaction, true, 400, 0.9, 1.3, 

"PostCut_KinFit")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_InvariantMass_Rho(locReaction, 

true,  250, 0.0, 2.5, "PostCut_KinFit")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCustomAction_InvariantMass_XPlus(locReaction, 

true, 350, 0.0, 4.0, "PostCut_KinFit")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DCustomAction_InvariantMass_KPiPlus(locReaction, true, 250, 0.5, 3.0, 

"PostCut_KinFit")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DCustomAction_InvariantMass_KPiMinus(locReaction, true, 200, 0.5, 2.5, 

"PostCut_KinFit")); 

 

    // Track & PID Check 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DHistogramAction_TrackVertexComparison(locReaction, "PostCut")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_PID(locReaction, "PostCut")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_TruePID(locReaction, 

"PostCut")); 

 

    // Register the DReaction with the factory 

    _data.push_back(locReaction); 
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    /*******************************************************************************/ 

/***************************** 3_MissPiM1_No_Fit *******************************/     

/****************************** Reaction Steps *********************************/ 

/*******************************************************************************/ 

 

    // Clear Reaction Step & Declare Reaction 

    locReaction = new DReaction("Missing_PiM_No_Fit"); 

     

    // Main Reaction: Gamma, Proton -> Lambda, KPlus, Pi+, Pi- 

    locReactionStep = new DReactionStep(); 

    locReactionStep->Set_InitialParticleID(Gamma); 

    locReactionStep->Set_TargetParticleID(Proton); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(KPlus); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(PiPlus); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(PiMinus, true);    // true: Pi- missing 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(Lambda); 

    locReaction->Add_ReactionStep(locReactionStep); 

    dReactionStepPool.push_back(locReactionStep);           // Register so will be 

deleted later: prevent memory leak 

     

    // Resonance: Lambda -> Proton, Pi- 

    locReactionStep = new DReactionStep(); 

    locReactionStep->Set_InitialParticleID(Lambda); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(Proton); 

    locReactionStep->Add_FinalParticleID(PiMinus); 

    locReaction->Add_ReactionStep(locReactionStep); 

    dReactionStepPool.push_back(locReactionStep);           // Register so will be 

deleted later: prevent memory leak 

 

    /************************* Control Variables ***********************************/ 

 

    locReaction->Set_KinFitType(d_NoFit);            // Kinetic Fitting 

    locReaction->Set_MinCombinedTrackingFOM(0.001);  // Minimum Tracking Confidence     

    locReaction->Set_MinCombinedPIDFOM(0.001);       // Minimum Confidence on PID 

    locReaction->Enable_TTreeOutput("tree_3.root");  // Enable ROOT TTree Output 

     

    /**************************** Analysis Actions *********************************/ 

 

    // PID 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_PID(locReaction)); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_TruePID(locReaction));  // 

Momentum distributions of tracks with true/false PID (if thrown data available)    

 

    // Invariant Mass & Kinematics, Pre-KinFit 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DHistogramAction_ParticleComboKinematics(locReaction, false, "PCK_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_InvariantMass(locReaction, 

Lambda, false, 400, 0.5, 2.5, "PreCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_MissingMass(locReaction, 

false, 200, 0.00, 1.0, "PiM1_PreCut_Measured")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DCustomAction_InvariantMass_KPiPlus(locReaction, false, 250, 0.5, 3.0, 

"PreCut_Measured")); 

      

    // Kinematic Fit Results and Confidence Level Cuts 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DCutAction_CombinedPIDFOM(locReaction, 0.0)); 

// Converges 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DHistogramAction_ParticleComboKinematics(locReaction, false, "PostCut_Measured")); 

 

    // Missing/Invariant Mass & Kinematics, Post-KinFit 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_InvariantMass(locReaction, 

Lambda, false, 300, 0.8, 1.4, "PostCut_Measured")); 
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    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_MissingMass(locReaction, 

false, 200, 0.0, 1.0, "PiM1_PostCut_Measured")); 

 

    // Track & PID Check 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new 

DHistogramAction_TrackVertexComparison(locReaction, "PostCut")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_PID(locReaction, "PostCut")); 

    locReaction->Add_AnalysisAction(new DHistogramAction_TruePID(locReaction, 

"PostCut")); 

 

        // Register the DReaction with the factory 

    _data.push_back(locReaction); 

 

 

    

/***********************************************************************************/ 

/***********************************************************************************/ 

/***********************************************************************************/ 

     

  return NOERROR; 

} 

 

//------------------ 

// fini 

//------------------ 

jerror_t DReaction_factory_LKPP_plugin::fini(void) 

{ 

  for(size_t loc_i = 0; loc_i < dReactionStepPool.size(); ++loc_i) 

    delete dReactionStepPool[loc_i]; //cleanup memory 

  return NOERROR; 

} 
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Appendix E:  Example Custom Action 

The following code was written to calculate the mass of the � system.  It accepts arguments 

which specify whether to use Kinematic Fit data or nor, as well as specifying histogram range and bin 

numbers. 

// $Id$ 

// 

//    File: DCustomAction_InvariantMass_XPlus.cc 

// Created: Sun Jun 1 2014 

// Creator: John Norris 

// 

 

#include "DCustomAction_InvariantMass_XPlus.h" 

 

void DCustomAction_InvariantMass_XPlus::Initialize(JEventLoop* locEventLoop) 

{ 

 

        // Declarations 

        double locMassPerBin = 1000.0 * (dMaxMass - dMinMass) /  

                                        ((double)dNumMassBins); 

                 

 // Create histograms and/or modify member variables. 

 // Create any histograms/trees/etc. within a ROOT lock.  

 //   - This is so that when running multithreaded, only one thread is writing 

to the ROOT file at a time.  

 // When creating a reaction-independent action, only modify member variables 

within a ROOT lock.  

 //   - Objects created within a plugin (such as reaction-independent actions) 

can be accessed by many threads simultaneously.  

 japp->RootWriteLock(); //ACQUIRE ROOT LOCK!! 

    { 

           string locHistName, locHistTitle; 

 

  // Create a folder in the ROOT output file that will contain all of the 

output ROOT objects (if any) for this action. 

  //   - If another thread has already created the folder, it just changes 

to it.  

  CreateAndChangeTo_ActionDirectory(); 

 

  // Create Histogram For X+ 

  locHistName = "InvariantMass_XPlus"; 

 

  // Transform MassPerBin To String 

  ostringstream locStream; 

  locStream << locMassPerBin; 

 

  // Declare Histogram Title 

  locHistTitle = 

string("#it{#gamma}#it{p}#rightarrow#it{#Lambda}^{0}#it{K}^{+}#it{#pi}^{+}#it{#pi}^{-

}")      // (#it{n}) = for missing 

                  + 

string(";#it{X}^{+}#rightarrow#it{K}^{+}#it{#pi}^{+}#it{#pi}^{-} Invariant Mass 

(GeV/c^{2})") // X-Axis Title 

               + string(";# Combos / ") + locStream.str() + string(" 

MeV/c^{2}");                              // Y-Axis Title 

 

  if(gDirectory->Get(locHistName.c_str()) == NULL)  // Check to see if 

already created by another thread 
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            dInvariantMassHist = new TH1D(locHistName.c_str(), 

locHistTitle.c_str(), dNumMassBins, dMinMass, dMaxMass);  // 800, 0.5, 4.5); 

  else                                              // Already created by 

another thread 

          dInvariantMassHist = static_cast<TH1D*>(gDirectory-

>Get(locHistName.c_str()));                                       

    } 

 japp->RootUnLock(); //RELEASE ROOT LOCK!! 

} 

 

bool DCustomAction_InvariantMass_XPlus::Perform_Action(JEventLoop* locEventLoop, const 

DParticleCombo* locParticleCombo) 

{ 

 // Check whether the user wanted to use the kinematic fit results when 

performing this action 

 bool locUseKinFitResultsFlag = Get_UseKinFitResultsFlag(); 

 

 // Get the DParticleCombo objects for which this action has been previously 

executed. 

 //   - This is useful for determining whether filling a histogram will result 

in double-counting.  

 deque<pair<const DParticleCombo*, bool> > locPreviousParticleCombos; 

 Get_PreviousParticleCombos(locPreviousParticleCombos); 

 

 //Get the step containing the particles 

 const DParticleComboStep* locParticleComboStep = locParticleCombo-

>Get_ParticleComboStep(0); 

 

 //Get the particles, using the kinematic-fit or measured data as requested 

 const DKinematicData* locKPlus   = locUseKinFitResultsFlag ? 

locParticleComboStep->Get_FinalParticle(0) : locParticleComboStep-

>Get_FinalParticle_Measured(0); 

 const DKinematicData* locPiPlus  = locUseKinFitResultsFlag ? 

locParticleComboStep->Get_FinalParticle(1) : locParticleComboStep-

>Get_FinalParticle_Measured(1); 

 const DKinematicData* locPiMinus = locUseKinFitResultsFlag ? 

locParticleComboStep->Get_FinalParticle(2) : locParticleComboStep-

>Get_FinalParticle_Measured(2); 

 

 

 //Calculate 4-Vectors 

 DLorentzVector locP4SumXPlus = locKPlus->lorentzMomentum() + locPiPlus-

>lorentzMomentum() + locPiMinus->lorentzMomentum(); 

 

 

 //Optional: Fill histograms 

 japp->RootWriteLock(); //ACQUIRE ROOT LOCK!! 

 { 

  // Fill any histograms here 

  dInvariantMassHist->Fill(locP4SumXPlus.M()); 

 } 

 japp->RootUnLock(); //RELEASE ROOT LOCK!! 

 

 

 

 return true; //return false if you want to use this action to apply a cut 

} 
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Appendix F:  Example TSelector Code 

In order to utilize the TTree objects, several macros were generated using the Root TSelector 

option.  This function generates a header file specific to a TTree of interest, as well as generates a 

skeleton main where one can add in whatever custom analysis actions they choose.  Once these files 

were created and the desired calculations added, a sorting algorithm was added to parse an event, 

during processing, in order to pick out the combination that had the highest overall confidence level.  

This combination was then used to represent the event as a whole.  Thus every figure generated using 

Root TTrees and expressed in terms of events represents the “best” possible selection of combinations 

available, using the combined confidence level as the determining criteria, provided there is no double 

counting (no event was permitted to contribute more than one combination).  

An example of a code of this type can be seen below.  This code was used to generate the 

invariant mass plots in terms of events for Run 0: 

#define All_Reconstructed_cxx 

// The class definition in All_Reconstructed.h has been generated automatically 

// by the ROOT utility TTree::MakeSelector(). This class is derived 

// from the ROOT class TSelector. For more information on the TSelector 

// framework see $ROOTSYS/README/README.SELECTOR or the ROOT User Manual. 

 

// The following methods are defined in this file: 

//    Begin():        called every time a loop on the tree starts, 

//                    a convenient place to create your histograms. 

//    SlaveBegin():   called after Begin(), when on PROOF called only on the 

//                    slave servers. 

//    Process():      called for each event, in this function you decide what 

//                    to read and fill your histograms. 

//    SlaveTerminate: called at the end of the loop on the tree, when on PROOF 

//                    called only on the slave servers. 

//    Terminate():    called at the end of the loop on the tree, 

//                    a convenient place to draw/fit your histograms. 

// 

// To use this file, try the following session on your Tree T: 

// 

// Root > T->Process("All_Reconstructed.C") 

// Root > T->Process("All_Reconstructed.C","some options") 

// Root > T->Process("All_Reconstructed.C+") 

// 

 

#include "All_Reconstructed.h" 

#include <TH2.h> 

#include <TStyle.h> 

 

 

void All_Reconstructed::Begin(TTree * /*tree*/) 

{ 

   // The Begin() function is called at the start of the query. 

   // When running with PROOF Begin() is only called on the client. 

   // The tree argument is deprecated (on PROOF 0 is passed). 

 

   TString option = GetOption(); 

 

 

   OFN="histograms_LKPP0.root"; 

   newfile = new TFile(OFN,"recreate"); 
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   newtree = new TTree("Thesis_Histos","HistogramTree"); 

 

   newBranch0 = newtree->Branch("Lambda_MissingMass", &nMissingMass_L, 

"MissingMass_L/F"); 

   newBranch1 = newtree->Branch("Lambda_MissingMass_KinFit", &nMissingMass_Kin_L, 

"MissingMass_Kin_L/F"); 

   newBranch2 = newtree->Branch("XPlus_InvarMass", &nInvarMass_X, "InvarMass_X/F"); 

   newBranch3 = newtree->Branch("XPlus_InvarMass_KinFit", &nInvarMass_Kin_X, 

"InvarMass_Kin_X/F"); 

   newBranch4 = newtree->Branch("Rho_InvarMass", &nInvarMass_R, "InvarMass_R/F"); 

   newBranch5 = newtree->Branch("Rho_InvarMass_KinFit", &nInvarMass_Kin_R, 

"InvarMass_Kin_R/F"); 

   newBranch6 = newtree->Branch("Lambda_InvarMass", &nInvarMass_L, "InvarMass_L/F"); 

   newBranch7 = newtree->Branch("Lambda_InvarMass_KinFit", &nInvarMass_Kin_L, 

"InvarMass_Kin_L/F"); 

   newBranch8 = newtree->Branch("KPiP_InvarMass", &nInvarMass_KPiP, 

"InvarMass_KPiP/F"); 

   newBranch9 = newtree->Branch("KPiP_InvarMass_KinFit", &nInvarMass_Kin_KPiP, 

"InvarMass_Kin_KPiP/F"); 

   newBranch10 = newtree->Branch("KPiM_InvarMass", &nInvarMass_KPiM, 

"InvarMass_KPiM/F"); 

   newBranch11 = newtree->Branch("KPiM_InvarMass_KinFit", &nInvarMass_Kin_KPiM, 

"InvarMass_Kin_KPiM/F"); 

 

   newBranch12 = newtree->Branch("Kin_Fit_Confidence", &nKin_Fit_Confidence, 

"Kin_Fit_Confidence/F"); 

 

} 

 

void All_Reconstructed::SlaveBegin(TTree * /*tree*/) 

{ 

   // The SlaveBegin() function is called after the Begin() function. 

   // When running with PROOF SlaveBegin() is called on each slave server. 

   // The tree argument is deprecated (on PROOF 0 is passed). 

 

   TString option = GetOption(); 

 

} 

 

Bool_t All_Reconstructed::Process(Long64_t entry) 

{ 

   // The Process() function is called for each entry in the tree (or possibly 

   // keyed object in the case of PROOF) to be processed. The entry argument 

   // specifies which entry in the currently loaded tree is to be processed. 

   // It can be passed to either All_Reconstructed::GetEntry() or TBranch::GetEntry() 

   // to read either all or the required parts of the data. When processing 

   // keyed objects with PROOF, the object is already loaded and is available 

   // via the fObject pointer. 

   // 

   // This function should contain the "body" of the analysis. It can contain 

   // simple or elaborate selection criteria, run algorithms on the data 

   // of the event and typically fill histograms. 

   // 

   // The processing can be stopped by calling Abort(). 

   // 

   // Use fStatus to set the return value of TTree::Process(). 

   // 

   // The return value is currently not used. 

  GetEntry(entry); 

 

  //if (EventNumber==prevEventNumber) return kFALSE;                                                                           

  //prevEventNumber = EventNumber;                                                                                                             
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  if( EventNumber != prevEventNumber ) 

    { 

      newtree->Fill(); 

 

      prevEventNumber = EventNumber; 

      prevProb = 0; 

    } 

 

  if( prevProb > TMath::Prob( ChiSq_KinFit, NDF_KinFit ) )  return kFALSE; 

  prevProb = TMath::Prob( ChiSq_KinFit, NDF_KinFit ); 

 

 

  TLorentzVector target4v(0,0,0,0.938272); 

 

 

  loc_MissingMass_L =  *BeamPhoton__P4_Measured - *PiPlus__P4_Measured -

*KPlus__P4_Measured; - *PiMinus1__P4_Measured; 

  loc_MissingMass_Kin_L =  *BeamPhoton__P4_KinFit - *PiPlus__P4_KinFit - 

*KPlus__P4_KinFit - *PiMinus1__P4_KinFit; 

 

  loc_InvarMass_X =  *PiPlus__P4_Measured + *PiMinus1__P4_Measured + 

*KPlus__P4_Measured; 

  loc_InvarMass_Kin_X =  *PiPlus__P4_KinFit + *PiMinus1__P4_KinFit + 

*KPlus__P4_KinFit; 

 

  loc_InvarMass_R =  *PiPlus__P4_Measured + *PiMinus1__P4_Measured; 

  loc_InvarMass_Kin_R =  *PiPlus__P4_KinFit + *PiMinus1__P4_KinFit; 

 

  loc_InvarMass_L =  *Proton__P4_Measured + *PiMinus2__P4_Measured; 

  loc_InvarMass_Kin_L =  *Proton__P4_KinFit + *PiMinus2__P4_KinFit; 

 

  loc_InvarMass_KPiP =  *KPlus__P4_Measured + *PiPlus__P4_Measured; 

  loc_InvarMass_Kin_KPiP =  *KPlus__P4_KinFit + *PiPlus__P4_KinFit; 

 

  loc_InvarMass_KPiM =  *KPlus__P4_Measured + *PiMinus1__P4_Measured; 

  loc_InvarMass_Kin_KPiM =  *KPlus__P4_KinFit + *PiMinus1__P4_KinFit; 

 

  //calculate the invariant masses   

  nMissingMass_L = sqrt( loc_MissingMass_L.M() * loc_MissingMass_L.M() ); 

  nMissingMass_Kin_L = sqrt( loc_MissingMass_Kin_L.M() * loc_MissingMass_Kin_L.M() ); 

 

  nInvarMass_X = sqrt( loc_InvarMass_X.M() * loc_InvarMass_X.M() ); 

  nInvarMass_Kin_X = sqrt( loc_InvarMass_Kin_X.M() * loc_InvarMass_Kin_X.M() ); 

 

  nInvarMass_R = sqrt( loc_InvarMass_R.M() * loc_InvarMass_R.M() ); 

  nInvarMass_Kin_R = sqrt( loc_InvarMass_Kin_R.M() * loc_InvarMass_Kin_R.M() ); 

 

  nInvarMass_L = sqrt( loc_InvarMass_L.M() * loc_InvarMass_L.M() ); 

  nInvarMass_Kin_L = sqrt( loc_InvarMass_Kin_L.M() * loc_InvarMass_Kin_L.M() ); 

 

  nInvarMass_KPiP = sqrt( loc_InvarMass_KPiP.M() * loc_InvarMass_KPiP.M() ); 

  nInvarMass_Kin_KPiP = sqrt( loc_InvarMass_Kin_KPiP.M() * loc_InvarMass_Kin_KPiP.M() 

); 

 

  nInvarMass_KPiM = sqrt( loc_InvarMass_KPiM.M() * loc_InvarMass_KPiM.M() ); 

  nInvarMass_Kin_KPiM = sqrt( loc_InvarMass_Kin_KPiM.M() * loc_InvarMass_Kin_KPiM.M() 

); 

 

 

  //Confidence Distribution 

  nKin_Fit_Confidence = prevProb; 
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   return kTRUE; 

} 

 

void All_Reconstructed::SlaveTerminate() 

{ 

   // The SlaveTerminate() function is called after all entries or objects 

   // have been processed. When running with PROOF SlaveTerminate() is called 

   // on each slave server. 

 

} 

 

void All_Reconstructed::Terminate() 

{ 

   // The Terminate() function is the last function to be called during 

   // a query. It always runs on the client, it can be used to present 

   // the results graphically or save the results to file. 

  newtree->AutoSave(); 

  newfile->Close(); 

 

  delete newfile; 

} 
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